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Collisional satellite lines with $|\Delta J| \leq 58$ have been identified in recent polarization spectroscopy V-type optical–optical double resonance (OODR) excitation spectra of the Rb₂ molecule [H. Salami et al., Phys. Rev. A 80, 022515 (2009)]. Observation of these satellite lines clearly requires a transfer of population from the rotational level directly excited by the pump laser to a neighboring level in a collision of the molecule with an atomic perturber. However to be observed in polarization spectroscopy, the collision must also partially preserve the angular momentum orientation, which is at least somewhat surprising given the extremely large values of $\Delta J$ that were observed. In the present work, we used the two-step OODR fluorescence and polarization spectroscopy techniques to obtain quantitative information on the transfer of population and orientation in rotationally inelastic collisions of the NaK molecules prepared in the $2(A') \Sigma^+ (v' = 16, J' = 30)$ rovibrational level with argon and potassium perturbers. A rate equation model was used to study the intensities of these satellite lines as a function of argon pressure and heat pipe oven temperature, in order to separate the collisional effects of argon and potassium atoms. Using a fit of this rate equation model to the data, we found that collisions of NaK molecules with potassium atoms are more likely to transfer population and destroy orientation than collisions with argon atoms. Collisions with argon atoms show a strong propensity for population transfer with $\Delta J = \text{even}$. Conversely, collisions with potassium atoms do not show this $\Delta J = \text{even}$ propensity, but do show a propensity for $\Delta J = \text{positive}$ compared to $\Delta J = \text{negative}$, for this particular initial state. The density matrix equations of motion have also been solved numerically in order to test the approximations used in the rate equation model and to calculate fluorescence and polarization spectroscopy line shapes. In addition, we have measured rate coefficients for broadening of NaK $3^1 \Pi \rightarrow 2(A') \Sigma^+$ spectral lines due to collisions with argon and potassium atoms. Additional broadening, due to velocity changes occurring in rotationally inelastic collisions, has also been observed. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3575234]

I. INTRODUCTION

From an experimental point of view, alkali diatomic molecules provide an ideal environment for basic quantum mechanical studies, since transitions between electronic states lie in the visible and near infrared, thereby allowing high-resolution tunable lasers to be used for excitation. In addition, alkali molecules are of intense current interest for cooling and trapping studies and in the production of molecular Bose condensates. There is a need for basic spectroscopic data on alkali molecules; such studies are usually carried out at much higher temperatures and densities, and collisional satellite lines can greatly expand spectral line datasets.1,2 Collisional processes are also responsible for the redistribution of population among various energy levels and for the destruction of laser-induced orientation and alignment. It is the object of the present work to separately measure rate coefficients for the transfer of population and orientation in collisions of heteronuclear alkali molecules with atomic perturbers. Specifically, this work uses fluorescence and polarization spectroscopy to investigate the transfer of population and partial preservation of orientation in rotationally inelastic collisions of NaK molecules with either argon or potassium atom perturbers.

Measurements of rate coefficients for collisions between alkali molecules and atomic partners in which population is transferred from one rovibrational level to a neighboring level, typically referred to as “vibrotationally inelastic collisions,” have been carried out in a number of laboratories since the pioneering work of Bergmann and Demtröder,3–5 Ottinger et al.,6 and Ottinger and Poppe.7 Bergmann and Demtröder investigated collisions of noble gas atoms with Na₂ molecules in the $B^1 \Pi_u$ state and determined cross sections for rotationally and vibrationally inelastic transitions, while Ottinger and co-workers studied similar collisions in the Li₂ $B^1 \Pi_u$ system. Later, Brunner et al.8 studied rotationally inelastic collisions in the Na₂ ($A^1 \Sigma_u^+–Xe$ system, while Scott et al.9 measured rate constants for rotationally inelastic collisions from levels of initial rotational angular momentum $J_i = 8, 22$, and 42 to levels of final angular momenta $J_f = J_i + \Delta J$ for Li₂($A^1 \Sigma_u^+$)–Xe, Ar, and Ne. This latter study was expanded to include both vibrationally as well as rotationally...
inelastic collisions,\textsuperscript{10–13} wherein an interesting propensity rule $\Delta J = -4\Delta v$ for the most probable collisional transitions in this molecule was discovered. A theoretical interpretation of these data was given by McCaffery.\textsuperscript{14} The rate coefficients for Li$_2$ ($A_1^1\Sigma_u^+$) + Li were measured using similar techniques.\textsuperscript{15} In addition, rate coefficients for vibrationally inelastic Li$_2$ ($A_1^1\Sigma_u^+$)-noble gas collisions were determined systematically for a wide range of initial vibrational levels using the same experimental setup,\textsuperscript{16,17} and these were compared to calculations using the Li$_2$ ($A_1^1\Sigma_u^+$) + Ne ab initio potential energy surface of Ref. 18. Vibrorotationally inelastic collisions have also been investigated in the ultracold regime where they are expected to have significant effects on cooling.\textsuperscript{19–22}

Rotationally inelastic collisions have been observed in polarization spectroscopy as far back as 1976 by Teets \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{23} Since polarization spectroscopy signals cannot be observed without angular momentum orientation (or alignment), this implies that at least some orientation (or alignment) can survive an inelastic collision. The loss of angular momentum orientation of a molecule in a collision has most commonly been studied by observing the polarization of fluorescence emitted by excited molecules in the initial and final levels.\textsuperscript{24,25} The relative $M_J$ level orientation can be determined from the ratio of circularly polarized light emitted by molecules in the collisionally populated level compared to that emitted by molecules in the directly populated level. Alexander and Davis\textsuperscript{26} and Derouard\textsuperscript{27} developed detailed theoretical treatments which were compared to the experimental results of Refs. 24, 28, and 8. This work demonstrated that a propensity exists for preserving $\theta = \cos^{-1}(J \cdot \hat{z})$ rather than for preserving $M_J$ in the collision.

In recent years various novel techniques have been developed to probe the orientation of a molecule following a collision. These include the observation of fluorescence from crossed beams (one beam is the molecular sample under investigation and the other is the collision partner),\textsuperscript{29,30} polarization spectroscopy wherein the depolarization of the molecule is probed after the collision by a pulsed laser,\textsuperscript{25,31–39} and Zeeman quantum beat spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{40,41} A comparison between these latter two methods was made in Ref. 42 and excellent agreement was found.

The current work was initially motivated by our recent observation of rotationally inelastic collisions in Rb$_2$ using polarization spectroscopy with cw lasers in a heat pipe oven.\textsuperscript{3}\n
In that work, a particular rovibrational level of the molecular molecule is probed after the collision by a pulsed laser,\textsuperscript{23,31–39} and the relative orientation was being transferred fairly efficiently from the labeled collisional lines $1(A_2^1\Pi_u^-(v', J')) \rightarrow 2(A_1^1\Sigma^+(v', J') + \Delta J)$ and for the fraction of the initial orientation that is lost in the collision. We also present results for the collisional broadening of the NaK $3^1\Pi(v = 7, J = 29) \leftrightarrow 2(A_1^1\Sigma^+(v' = 16, J' = 30)$ transition by argon and potassium perturbers, since this provides a good estimate of collisional dephasing rates for this and similar transitions in alkali molecules. Finally, Sec. V presents our conclusions.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. A mixture of sodium and potassium is contained in a six-arm cross-type heat-pipe oven, along with argon buffer gas. The heat-pipe oven can be operated in either the “heat-pipe” mode or the “oven” mode. In the former, the temperature is sufficient to produce an alkali atom vapor pressure that is equal to the argon vapor pressure. In these circumstances, the argon is excluded from the central heated zone of the oven.\textsuperscript{44} In the “oven” mode, the temperature is lower than that re-
FIG. 1. Rb$_2$ $A^1\Sigma_u^+ \leftarrow X^1\Sigma_g^+$ spectrum recorded using polarization spectroscopy showing collisional transfer of population and orientation with $|\Delta J|$ up to 58. The pump laser was tuned to the $B^1\Pi_u(v' = 2, J' = 70) \leftarrow X^1\Sigma_g^+(v' = 0, J' = 71)$ transition, creating orientation in the $X^1\Sigma_g^+(v'' = 0, J'' = 71)$ level. The probe laser was scanned over the various $A^1\Sigma_u^+(v', J') \leftarrow X^1\Sigma_g^+(v'' = 0, J'')$ transitions. Signals could be identified for collisionally populated ground state levels with $13 \leq J''_{\text{final}} \leq 87$.

FIG. 2. Experimental setup. The white light and monochromator are used in measurements of atomic potassium density using the absorption equivalent width technique.
quired to produce an alkali vapor pressure equal to the argon pressure, so the alkali and argon vapors mix in the central region. In either case, some fraction (typically less than 1%) of the alkali atoms combine to form diatomic molecules $K_2$, NaK, and Na$_2$.

We use the optical–optical double resonance technique$^{45–62}$ to study collisions of excited NaK molecules with alkali and argon atoms. A Coherent 699–29 single-mode cw tunable dye laser (the pump laser) using the dye LD700 produces 140–470 mW of power in the range 725–775 nm ($12900–13800$ cm$^{-1}$) when pumped with 3–5 W from a Kr$^+$ laser. The dye laser excites NaK molecules to the $2(A)\Sigma^+(v' = 16, J' = 30)$ rovibrational level when tuned to the $2(A)\Sigma^+(v' = 16, J' = 30)\leftrightarrow 1(X)\Sigma^+(v'' = 0, J'' = 29)$ transition. The $2(A)\Sigma^+(v' = 16, J' = 30)$ level directly excited by the pump laser, as well as neighboring levels, $2(A)\Sigma^+(v' = 16, J' = 30 + \Delta J)$, populated by collisions, are then probed by a counterpropagating Coherent 899–29 single-mode Ti:Sapphire laser (the probe laser), which is pumped by 10 W from an Ar$^+$ ion laser. The Ti:Sapphire laser produces 100–850 mW of power in the 800–920 nm wavelength range using the midwave optics set. Because the narrow-band pump laser only excites molecules in a specific velocity group, the OODR method is intrinsically Doppler-free, and homogeneous linewidths can be resolved.

In the present work, we utilize both polarization spectroscopy and laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy in this OODR configuration. The pump laser beam is circularly polarized by the Fresnel rhomb (see Fig. 2) and creates an anisotropic distribution of population in the $M_J$ sublevels (net orientation) of both the $2(A)\Sigma^+(v' = 16, J' = 30)$ and $1(X)\Sigma^+(v'' = 0, J'' = 29)$ levels. The probe laser frequency is scanned across the direct $3\Pi(v = 6$ or $7, J = 29)$ ← $2(A)\Sigma^+(v' = 16, J' = 30)$ transition, as well as several collisional $3\Pi(v = 6$ or $7, J = 29 + \Delta J)$ ← $2(A)\Sigma^+(v' = 16, J' = 30 + \Delta J)$ transitions that are observed as weaker satellite lines adjacent to the direct line. In the fluorescence technique (see Fig. 3), the direct and collisional lines are observed by monitoring violet fluorescence back to the ground state, $3\Pi(v = 6$ or $7, J = J' = J'' = J + 1)$, in the side direction using a filtered, free-standing PMT (labeled “Violet PMT” in Fig. 2) as the probe laser is scanned over the various probe transitions. The PMT anode current is sent to a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems model SR850), and the pump laser is modulated by a mechanical chopper so that phase-sensitive detection can be employed. Since a particular set of probe laser transitions all correspond to neighboring rotational transitions within the same vibrational band, whose Franck–Condon factors are all approximately equal, it is a good approximation to assume that the fluorescence signals provide an accurate measure of the relative populations in the directly excited $2(A)\Sigma^+(v' = 16, J' = 30)$ and collisionally populated $2(A)\Sigma^+(v' = 16, J' = 30 + \Delta J)$ intermediate state levels. (We have also verified that to within measurement uncertainties the collisional to direct fluorescence intensity ratios are independent of probe laser power.) In the polarization technique, the probe laser power is reduced to $\sim 1–2$ mW. The probe beam is sent through a pair of linear polarizers, one located before and one after the heat pipe oven, and then to a detector (labeled “Polarization PMT” in Fig. 2). Again the PMT anode current is processed by the lock-in amplifier and the lock-in output is digitized and recorded on a computer. When the probe frequency is off resonance, the second linear polarizer completely blocks the probe beam from reaching the detector (assuming perfect polarizers). However, when the probe laser frequency is tuned to a transition sharing either the upper level, the lower level, or both levels with the pump laser transition, then the net orientation of these levels causes the probe laser polarization to acquire a slight ellipticity, resulting in some transmission through the second polarizer. It is straightforward to show that the measured polarization signals are proportional to the product of the population in the initial level of the probe transmission and the net orientation of that level (see Sec. III B). Thus a comparison of the polarization and fluorescence signals allows us to separate the effects of collisional transfer of orientation from collisional transfer of population. Figure 4 shows an example of fluorescence and polarization spectroscopy signals recorded under identical circumstances (except probe laser power).

The direct and collisional lines are recorded as functions of both argon and potassium densities. This is accomplished by changing the buffer gas pressure (in order to vary argon density) and heat pipe oven temperature (in order to vary potassium density). The densities of other species in the

---

**FIG. 3.** Energy level diagram for fluorescence experiment. The frequency of the pump laser is fixed to line center of the $A\Sigma^+(v' = 16, J' = 30)\leftrightarrow X\Sigma^+(v'' = 0, J'' = 29)$ transition. The frequency of the probe laser is scanned over the “direct” line $3\Pi(v = 6$ or $7, J = 29)$ ← $A\Sigma^+(v' = 16, J' = 30)$ and over the “collisional” lines $3\Pi(v = 6$ or $7, J = 30 + \Delta J)$ ← $A\Sigma^+(v' = 16, J' = 30 + \Delta J)$. Excitation is detected by monitoring total violet $3\Pi \rightarrow X\Sigma^+$ fluorescence.
vapor (Na, Na₂, K₂, and NaK) are much smaller than those of argon and potassium and thus can, to a good approximation, be neglected in the analysis. In the present work, the potassium partial pressure is calculated using the vapor pressure formula of Nesmeyanov, adjusted as described in Sec. IV, while the argon partial pressure is then determined by subtracting the potassium partial pressure from the total gas pressure measured in the heat pipe oven using a capacitance manometer attached to the gas inlet. Densities are obtained from pressures using the ideal gas law.

III. THEORY

In this section a description of the polarization spectroscopy lineshape function is given. This is followed by a description of the empirical rate equation models used to determine rate coefficients for collisional transfer of population and orientation from measured ratios of collisional to direct line intensities obtained in the fluorescence and polarization spectroscopy experiments.

A. Polarization spectroscopy lineshapes

The technique of polarization spectroscopy was first introduced in Ref. 64. This technique provides an extremely sensitive means for measuring spectral line positions and is described in detail in Ref. 65. In polarization spectroscopy, as implemented in the current experiment, a circularly polarized laser beam (the pump) is used to create a net orientation (anisotropic distribution of M_J sublevels) in particular rovibrational levels of molecules in the vapor. The counterpropagating probe laser beam is sent through a vertical linear polarizer, then through the vapor, and finally through a crossed (horizontal) linear polarizer, before reaching a detector. When tuned to a transition involving one of the oriented levels, the polarization of the probe laser beam acquires some degree of ellipticity and thus is partially transmitted by the final linear polarizer. In order to understand the polarization spectroscopy excitation spectra, it is useful to discuss the derivation of the lineshape function. For this, we follow the basic derivation of Ref. 65.

We begin by considering a linearly polarized laser beam, propagating along the z axis with its polarization axis defined as ẑ. Thus the electric field at z = 0 can be written as

$$E_{\text{initial}} = E_0 \hat{z} e^{-i\omega t}.$$ (1)

We can break this up into equal components of left and right circular polarization states by writing:

$$E_{\text{initial}} = \frac{E_0}{\sqrt{2}} \left\{ \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\hat{x} + i\hat{y}) e^{-i\omega t} + \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\hat{x} - i\hat{y}) e^{-i\omega t} \right\},$$ (2)

where (â + iẫ) indicates the left circular polarized component and (â − iẫ) indicates the right circular polarized component. As this beam passes through a vapor of length L and the two windows of the oven, each of thickness d, that have different absorption coefficients and refractive indices for left and right circular polarized light, the two components of the beam will be affected differently. We write out the refractive indices of the windows and vapor as

$$n_w^\pm = \text{Re}[n_w^\pm] + i\text{Im}[n_w^\pm]$$ (3)

$$n_v^\pm = \text{Re}[n_v^\pm] + i\text{Im}[n_v^\pm],$$ (4)

where w indicates window, v indicates vapor, and + or − refers to the response to left or right circular polarization, respectively. The electric field after passing through the vapor and windows is then given by

$$E = \frac{E_0}{2} \left\{ (\hat{x} + i\hat{y}) \exp \left\{ \frac{2i\omega t}{c} \text{Re}[n_w^+] + \frac{2i\omega t}{c} \text{Re}[n_v^+] - \omega t \right\} \times \exp \left\{ -\frac{2i\omega t}{c} \text{Im}[n_w^+] + \frac{2i\omega t}{c} \text{Im}[n_v^+] \right\} \right\}$$

$$+ (\hat{x} - i\hat{y}) \exp \left\{ \frac{2i\omega t}{c} \text{Re}[n_w^-] + \frac{2i\omega t}{c} \text{Re}[n_v^-] - \omega t \right\} \times \exp \left\{ -\frac{2i\omega t}{c} \text{Im}[n_w^-] + \frac{2i\omega t}{c} \text{Im}[n_v^-] \right\} \right\}.$$ (5)
We simplify the notation by using 

\[ b^\pm \equiv (2d\omega/c) \operatorname{Re}[n^\pm_0], \]

\[ \beta^\pm \equiv (2d\omega/c) \operatorname{Im}[n^\pm_0], \]

\[ n^\pm \equiv (\omega/c) \operatorname{Re}[n^\pm_0], \]

and 

\[ \alpha^\pm \equiv (\omega/c) \operatorname{Im}[n^\pm_0], \]

and further simplify by setting 

\[ b \equiv (b^+ + b^-)/2, \quad \Delta b \equiv (b^+ - b^-)/2, \]

\[ \beta \equiv (\beta^+ + \beta^-)/2, \quad \Delta \beta \equiv (\beta^+ - \beta^-)/2, \]

\[ n \equiv (n^+ + n^-)/2, \quad \Delta n \equiv (n^+ - n^-)/2, \]

\[ \alpha \equiv (\alpha^+ + \alpha^-)/2, \quad \Delta \alpha \equiv (\alpha^+ - \alpha^-)/2 \]

(there are definitions are slightly different from those used in Ref. 65). This allows us to write the fraction 

\[ \frac{I}{I_0} \]

In addition, because the polarizers are not perfect, a small absorbing coefficient and birefringence are very small angle 

\[ E_x = \frac{E_0}{2} e^{i(b+n-o)\omega} e^{-(\beta+a)} \left[ e^{i(\Delta b+\Delta n)\omega} e^{-(\Delta b+\Delta n)\omega} \right. \]

\[ + e^{-(\Delta b+\Delta n)\omega} e^{\Delta b+\Delta n} \omega], \]

\[ E_y = \frac{E_0}{2} e^{i(b+n-o)\omega} e^{-(\beta+a)} \left[ e^{i(\Delta b+\Delta n)\omega} e^{-(\Delta b+\Delta n)\omega} \right. \]

\[ - e^{-(\Delta b+\Delta n)\omega} e^{\Delta b+\Delta n} \omega], \]

\[ \xi + (\theta')^2 + \Delta \beta^2 + 2\Delta \beta \frac{\Delta \alpha_0}{1 + x^2}, \]

\[ \Delta n(\omega) = \frac{\Delta \alpha_0 x}{1 + x^2}. \]

Using Eqs. (13) and (14) in Eq. (12), we arrive at the final polarization spectroscopy lineshape function,

\[ I_t = I_0 e^{-2(\beta+a\omega)} \left\{ \xi + (\theta')^2 + \Delta \beta^2 + 2\Delta \beta \frac{\Delta \alpha_0}{1 + x^2} \right. \]

\[ + 2\theta' \frac{\Delta \alpha_0 x}{1 + x^2} + \left( \frac{\Delta \alpha_0}{1 + x^2} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\Delta \alpha_0}{1 + x^2} \right)^2 \}\].

We note that Eq. (15) is almost identical to Eq. (2.50) of Ref. 65, but corrects a couple of minor typographical errors in the latter.

In Eq. (15), the leading terms \( \xi, (\theta')^2, \) and \( \Delta \beta^2 \) are background terms that are constant in laser frequency. As discussed in Ref. 65, the dispersion term can be minimized by adjusting the analyzing crossing angle \( \theta \) to cancel out the window birefringence \( \Delta b \) (i.e., setting \( \theta' = 0 \)). Because the window terms are generally quite large compared to the vapor terms, the Lorentzian squared and dispersion squared terms will be small compared to the first order Lorentzian and dispersion terms. Thus the main contributor to the polarization spectroscopy lineshape is the first order Lorentzian term involving the difference in absorption by the vapor of the left and right circularly polarized components of the probe beam, multiplied by the window birefringence. Conversely, one can adjust the pressure on the oven windows to make \( \Delta \beta \approx 0 \) but slightly uncrossing the analyzer axes. This results in dispersion shaped lines proportional to \( \theta' \).

In the present experiment \( \theta \) is adjusted to make \( \theta' = 0 \) so that the polarization spectroscopy lineshapes we observed were mostly Lorentzian. The remaining background terms \( \xi + \Delta \beta^2 \) in Eq. (15) are suppressed by the use of phase-sensitive detection. Because \( \Delta \alpha_0 \) has opposite signs for \( P \) lines \( J_{upper} - J_{lower} = -1 \) and \( R \) lines \( J_{upper} - J_{lower} = +1 \), these two types of transitions can be easily distinguished in the spectra, thus greatly simplifying the assignment of lines.

\section{B. Empirical model to describe collisional population and orientation transfer}

In order to extract rate coefficients for collisional transfer of population and orientation from our measured collisional to direct line intensity ratios, we have developed a rate equation model for the fluorescence and polarization spectroscopy experiments. We assume that the NaK molecule is
prepared in an initial state \([2(A)\Sigma^+(v' = 16, J' = 30)]\) labeled state 1' (note that we use single primes to designate intermediate state levels in our OODR pump/probe scheme), with an initial population and orientation created by the pump laser. The molecule can then undergo collisions with either argon or potassium atoms (we assume that these are the dominant species in the vapor and neglect collisions with the much less numerous sodium atoms and \(K_2\), NaK, and Na\(_2\) molecules), which transfer some of the population and some of the initial orientation to a neighboring rovibrational level \([2(A)\Sigma^+(v' = 16, J' = 30 + \Delta J)]\) labeled state 2'. Subsequent collisions can transfer population from state 2' back to state 1' (back transfer) or to any other neighboring or distant level (collisional quenching). Collisions can also cause additional decay of orientation for molecules in state 2'.

We begin by considering a model for the fluorescence ratios, which are only sensitive to population transfer. We write a rate equation for the steady-state population in state 2',

\[
\dot{n}_2 = (k_{A_n}^{\Delta J} n_A + k_{K_n}^{\Delta J} n_K) n_{1'} - (k_{A_n}^{Q} n_A + k_{K_n}^{Q} n_K) n_2 - \Gamma n_{2'},
\]

(16)

where \(n_{A_n}\) and \(n_K\) are the argon and potassium number densities, \(k_{A_n}^{\Delta J}\) and \(k_{K_n}^{\Delta J}\) are the rate coefficients for the transfer of population from state 1' to state 2' in collisions with argon and potassium atoms, respectively, and \(k_{A_n}^{Q}\) and \(k_{K_n}^{Q}\) are the quenching rates, describing the loss of population from state 2' after the initial collision. \(\Gamma\) is the rate for radiative decay from state 2'. In general, the collisional rate coefficients \(k_{A_n}^{\Delta J}\) and \(k_{K_n}^{\Delta J}\) will be different depending on which neighboring rotational level is represented by state 2', so we include the \(\Delta J\) superscript. However, since the quenching rates involve transitions to all neighboring and distant levels, we assume they are approximately constant with the rotational quantum number for state 2' (in this work we investigate collisions with \(|\Delta J| \leq 4\), so we are assuming that the total collision quenching rates for the levels \(2(A)\Sigma^+(v' = 16, J' = 26 - 34)\) are approximately equal). Similarly, we assume that the radiative rates of state 1' and all states 2' under investigation are approximately equal. Therefore, the ratio \((I_L^F/I_L^V) \equiv R^F_L\) of violet \(3\Sigma^+(v = 6 or 7, J) \rightarrow 1\Sigma^+(v', J'' = J \pm 1)\) fluorescence (collisional/direct) as the probe laser is scanned over transitions coupled to the collisionally populated state 2' \([3\Sigma^+(v = 6 or 7, J = 29 + \Delta J)] \rightarrow 2(A)\Sigma^+(v' = 16, J' = 30 + \Delta J)]\) and the directly excited state 1' \([3\Sigma^+(v = 6 or 7, J = 29)] \rightarrow 2(A)\Sigma^+(v' = 16, J' = 30)]\) is given to good approximation by the ratio of populations \(n_2/n_1\) obtained by solving Eq. (16) in steady state,

\[
R^F_L \equiv \frac{I_L^F}{I_L^V} = \frac{k_{A_n}^{\Delta J} n_A + k_{K_n}^{\Delta J} n_K}{k_{A_n}^{Q} n_A + k_{K_n}^{Q} n_K},
\]

(17)

Equation (17) is used to model the ratios of collisional to direct line fluorescence intensities for each \(\Delta J\).

For the polarization spectroscopy signals, we use the fact that the dominant term in the polarization spectroscopy lineshape function is the Lorentzian term proportional to the difference in absorption of left and right circularly polarized light by the vapor [i.e., the \(\Delta \beta \Delta \alpha_0\) term in Eq. (15)]. Figure 5 is a schematic diagram showing the absorption of left \((\Delta M_J = +1)\) and right \((\Delta M_J = -1)\) circularly polarized light for transitions from different degenerate magnetic sublevels of the intermediate level (state 1' or state 2') to sublevels of the upper level in the probe transition [i.e., \(3\Sigma^+(v = 6 or 7, J = 29) \rightarrow 2(A)\Sigma^+(v' = 16, J' = 30)\) for the direct line and \(3\Sigma^+(v = 6 or 7, J = 29 + \Delta J) \rightarrow 2(A)\Sigma^+(v' = 16, J' = 30 + \Delta J)\) for the collisional lines in our experiment]. The intensities of the polarization spectroscopy lines can be represented by

\[
I \propto \sum \left(\text{Left absorptions}\right) - \sum \left(\text{Right absorptions}\right) = \sum_{M'=-J'}^{+J'} n_{M'} F^L_{M'} - \sum_{M'=-J'}^{+J'} n_{M'} F^R_{M'} = \sum_{M'=-J'}^{+J'} n_{M'} (F^L_{M'} - F^R_{M'}),
\]

(18)

Here the \(F^L_{M'} - F^R_{M'}\) coefficients are proportional to the absorption cross sections and thus represent the relative probability that the molecule will absorb either left or right circular polarized light, respectively, causing a transition from a specific \(M'\) magnetic sublevel in the intermediate level to a specific \(M\) magnetic sublevel in the upper level. These coefficients are given by Spano66 for \(\Sigma \rightarrow 1\Sigma\) and \(1\Sigma \rightarrow 1\Pi\) transitions. However, it should be noted that our \(F^L_{M'} - F^R_{M'}\) coefficients are the square of the \(F\) coefficients given in Ref. 66 divided by 2.

Evaluation of the difference \((F^L_{M'} - F^R_{M'})\) results in a function proportional to \(M'\),

\[
F^L_{M'} - F^R_{M'} = f(J, J')M',
\]

(19)

where \(f(J, J')\) is a function that depends only on the rotational quantum numbers of the upper and lower levels of the probe transition and not on the \(M\) values of either state. The \(f(J, J')\) values for \(1\Sigma \rightarrow 1\Sigma\) and \(1\Sigma \rightarrow 1\Pi\) transitions are given in Table I. Inserting Eq. (19) into Eq. (18), we obtain

\[
I \propto f(J, J') \sum_{M'=-J'}^{+J'} n_{M'}.
\]

(20)

The average value of \(M'\) (the orientation of the intermediate level of the probe transition) is given by

\[
\langle M' \rangle = \sum_{M'=-J'}^{+J'} M' n_{M'}/\sum_{M'=-J'}^{+J'} n_{M'}.
\]

Thus the sum in Eq. (20)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( J(J') )</th>
<th>( 1^\Sigma \rightarrow 1^\Sigma )</th>
<th>( 1^\Sigma \rightarrow 1^\Pi )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( R ) transitions ( J = J' + 1 )</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{(2J'+1)} )</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{(J'+1)(2J'+1)} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q ) transitions ( J = J' )</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{J(J'+1)} )</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{J(J'+1)} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P ) transitions ( J = J' - 1 )</td>
<td>( \frac{-1}{(2J'+1)} )</td>
<td>( \frac{-1}{J(J'-1)+1} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is equal to the orientation multiplied by the total population in that level,

\[
I \propto f(J,J')(M') \sum_{M'=J}^{J'} n_{M'}. \tag{21}
\]

Assuming all other proportionality constants are the same (this is an excellent approximation since the transition frequencies, Franck–Condon factors, etc., are almost identical for neighboring rotational lines of the same vibrational band), we represent the ratio of the collisional (state 2') to direct (state 1') line polarization spectroscopy signals as

\[
R_P \equiv \frac{I_P}{I'_P} = \frac{f(J'_2 - 1, J'_2) \sum M'_2 n_{M'_2}}{f(J'_1 - 1, J'_1) \sum M'_1 n_{M'_1}} = \frac{f(J'_2 - 1, J'_2) \langle M'_2 \rangle n_{2'}}{f(J'_1 - 1, J'_1) \langle M'_1 \rangle n_{1'}}. \tag{22}
\]

In this expression, we have used the fact that all probe transitions used in this work are \( P \) transitions \( (J_{\text{upper}} - J_{\text{lower}} = 1) \). Thus the ratio of collisional to direct line polarization signal strengths is essentially equal to the ratio of orientations times populations.

We can write a rate equation similar to Eq. (16) for the steady state orientation times population in state 2',

\[
\frac{d}{dt} \langle M'_2 \rangle = 0 = k_{AX}^{Q,\Delta J} n_{AX} \langle M'_1 \rangle n_{1'} + k_{KX}^{Q,\Delta J} n_{KX} \langle M'_1 \rangle n_{1'}
\]

\[-g_{AX} n_{AX} \langle M'_2 \rangle n_{2'} - g_{KX} n_{KX} \langle M'_2 \rangle n_{2'} - \Gamma \langle M'_2 \rangle n_{2'}. \tag{23}
\]

Here, \( k_{AX}^{Q,\Delta J} \) is the rate coefficient for the transfer of population and orientation from state 1' to state 2' in a collision with species X, while \( g_{AX} \) is the rate coefficient for the total decay of population or orientation from state 2' in collisions with species X. Solving Eq. (23) in steady state and combining with Eq. (22), we obtain

\[
R_P \equiv \frac{I_P}{I'_P} = \frac{f(J'_2 - 1, J'_2) \langle M'_2 \rangle n_{2'}}{f(J'_1 - 1, J'_1) \langle M'_1 \rangle n_{1'}} = \frac{f(J'_2 - 1, J'_2) k_{AX}^{Q,\Delta J} n_{AX} + k_{KX}^{Q,\Delta J} n_{KX}}{f(J'_1 - 1, J'_1) \Gamma + g_{AX} n_{AX} + g_{KX} n_{KX}}. \tag{24}
\]

Next we separate the effects of population and orientation transfer by writing

\[
k_{AX}^{Q,\Delta J} = k_{AX}^{\Delta J} \left( 1 - f_{AX}^{\Delta J} \right), \tag{25}
\]

\[
g_{AX} = k_{AX}^{Q} + g_{AX}' , \tag{26}
\]

where \( k_{AX}^{\Delta J} \) and \( k_{AX}^{Q} \) are the same population transfer and quenching rate coefficients used in the fluorescence model, the parameter \( f_{AX}^{Q} \) is the fraction of orientation lost in the collision that transfers population from state 1' to state 2', and the parameter \( g_{AX}' \) is the rate coefficient for decay of orientation in collisions that do not result in a change in \( J \). Inserting into Eq. (24) and rearranging, we arrive at the final expression for the ratio of collisional to direct line intensities as measured in the polarization spectroscopy experiment,

\[
R_P = \frac{f(J'_2 - 1, J'_2) k_{AX}^{\Delta J} n_{AX} + k_{KX}^{\Delta J} \Gamma (1 - f_{AX}^{\Delta J}) n_{KX}}{f(J'_1 - 1, J'_1) \left( 1 + k_{AX}^{Q} + g_{AX} n_{AX} + k_{KX}^{Q} + g_{KX} n_{KX} \right) n_{KX}}. \tag{27}
\]

Preliminary fitting of the data showed that the \( f_{AX}^{\Delta J} \) and \( g_{AX}' \) parameters were strongly correlated, especially for potassium collisions where \( f_{AX}^{\Delta J} \) is close to 1. Therefore, in fitting the data, we fix the parameter \( g_{AX}' \) at the value \( g_{AX}' = \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 - 1/k_{AX}^{\Delta J} + f_{AX}^{\Delta J} k_{AX}^{\Delta J} \right) \). \( \tag{28} \)

Thus we assume that the rate of decay of orientation in collisions that do not result in a change of \( J \) is equal to the average of the rates of decay of orientation in collisions that change \( J \) by plus or minus one unit. We do not believe this is a serious limitation of the model since \( g_{AX}' \) turns out to be much smaller than \( k_{AX}^{Q} \) (e.g., for the argon case where \( f_{AX}^{\Delta J} \) differs significantly from 1, \( g_{AX}' \approx 0 \) when it was allowed to vary in the fit). We also note that Paterson et al.\(^{39}\) found elastic depolarization rates that were generally smaller than rotationally inelastic population transfer rates for the \( \text{OH}(^2\Pi) + \text{Ar} \) system. Fixing \( g_{AX}' \) at the value given by Eq. (28) allows us to fit the polarization intensity ratios to determine the probabilities for destruction of orientation \( (f_{AX}^{\Delta J} \text{ and } f_{AX}^{Q}) \) for collisions corresponding to each value of \( \Delta J \) while the population transfer and quenching rate coefficients are determined primarily from fitting the fluorescence data.

### IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### A. Collisional transfer of population and orientation

We measured collisional to direct line intensity ratios, for \( \Delta J = \pm 1, \pm 2, \pm 3, \) and \( \pm 4, \) using both fluorescence and polarization spectroscopy at argon partial pressures between 0.1 and 7.7 Torr (argon densities between 1.5 \times 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-3} and 1.4 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3}) and temperatures between 230°C and 390°C (potassium densities between 3.1 \times 10^{14} \text{ cm}^{-3} and 3.6 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^{-3}). Some of the highest temperature data were recorded in heat pipe mode (where we assume that the argon pressure in the interaction region is zero). Tables 1 and 2 of the supplementary materials\(^{67}\) provide lists of intensity ratios \( R_P \) and \( R_P \) measured for each \( \Delta J \) at each combination of argon and potassium densities. We note that because the spectral line widths of collisional lines are larger than the widths of the direct lines (see Sec. IV B), intensity ratios were determined, in all cases, by comparing areas rather than peak heights of the spectral lines.
Because the quenching rate coefficients, $k_X^Q$, do not depend on $\Delta J$ and are common to both the fluorescence and polarization intensity expressions [Eqs. (17) and (27)], we needed to fit all the data of both types and for all the different $\Delta J$ values simultaneously. We also note that although the polarization ratios depend on $k_X^{O,\Delta J}$, while the fluorescence ratios depend on $k_X^{\Delta J}$, these parameters are connected by Eq. (25) and the constraint that $0 \leq f_X^{\Delta J} \leq 1$. Thus we simultaneously fit the values of ratios $R_P$ and $R_F$ to Eqs. (17) and (27), respectively, using the nonlinear multiple regression tool in Origin 7.5. The value of radiative decay rate used in the fit, $\Gamma = 4.4 \times 10^7$ s$^{-1}$, was calculated using the experimental $2(A)\Sigma^+$ potential of Ref. 68, the experimental $1(X)\Sigma^+$ potential of Ref. 69, and the theoretical transition dipole moment function of Ref. 70 in Le Roy’s LEVEL 8.0 code.\(^{71}\) The 34 fitted parameters ($k_{Ar}^{\Delta J}$, $k_{Ar}^{O,\Delta J}$, $f_{Ar}^{\Delta J}$, and $f_{Ar}^{O,\Delta J}$ for each of the eight $\Delta J$ values, and the global parameters $k_X^Q$ and $k_X^N$), resulting from this fit are given in Table II. Figures 6 and 7 show plots of the fluorescence and polarization data, respectively, for $\Delta J = +2$, along with the results of the global fit. Plots for other values of $\Delta J$ are given in the supplementary material.\(^{67}\) Figures 8 and 9, respectively, show plots of the collisional population transfer rate coefficients, $k_X^{\Delta J}$, and the probabilities of destruction of orientation in a collision, $f_X^N$, as functions of $\Delta J$.

### B. Line-broadening measurements

Because the heat pipe oven operates at fairly high argon and potassium vapor pressures, homogeneous linewidths are dominated by collisional broadening (Doppler broadening is suppressed by the use of the OODR technique). In the course of our work, we observed the NaK $3^1\Pi(v = 7, J = 29) \leftrightarrow 2(A)\Sigma^+(v' = 16, J' = 30)$ transition lineshape at many different temperatures and pressures as we studied the transfer of population and orientation in J changing collisions. From the data, we observed that the width of this “direct” line increases with both argon and potassium densities. We expect the total homogeneous linewidth, $\Gamma_{\text{total}}$, to depend on the collisional line broadening rates $k_{Ar}^{Br}$ and $k_{K}^{Br}$, the natural radiative rate $\Gamma_{\text{nat}}$, and any power broadening, $\Gamma_{\text{power}}$, that might be present according to

$$\Gamma_{\text{total}} = k_{Ar}^{Br} + k_{K}^{Br} \cdot n_{K} + \Gamma_{\text{nat}} + \Gamma_{\text{power}}. \quad (29)$$

Therefore, to determine the collisional broadening (dephasing) rate coefficients we plotted the homogeneous linewidth (full width at half maximum) versus argon density at each temperature (each potassium density). These plots are linear, as expected, (an example for $n_K = 5.1 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-3}$ is shown in Fig. 10 and the rest of the data is presented in the online supplementary materials\(^{67}\)) and the slopes of the least-squares straight line fits represent the argon impact regime collisional line broadening rate coefficient, $k_{Ar}^{Br}$. Values of $k_{Ar}^{Br}$ obtained at five different potassium densities ($1.8 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-3}$ $\leq n_K \leq 9.6 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-3}$) range from $(6.6 \pm 0.2) \times 10^{-9}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$ to $(7.7 \pm 0.1) \times 10^{-9}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$, with a weighted average of

$$k_{Ar}^{Br} = (7.2 \pm 0.1) \times 10^{-9} \text{ cm}^3 \text{ s}^{-1}. \quad (30)$$

The $n_{Ar} = 0$ intercepts of the plots of linewidth versus argon density represent the homogeneous broadening due to effects other than argon collisions (i.e., primarily due to potassium atom collisions). Thus the slope of a plot of these intercepts, as well as the heat pipe mode (where argon is excluded from the center of the oven) line widths, versus potassium density (see Fig. 11) yields the potassium broadening rate coefficient

$$k_{K}^{Br} = (4.5 \pm 0.2) \times 10^{-8} \text{ cm}^3 \text{ s}^{-1}. \quad (31)$$

The intercept of Fig. 11, $(3.2 \pm 0.3) \times 10^{8}$ s$^{-1}$, represents the sum of the natural linewidth of the direct probe transition plus any power broadening that may be present.

We also observe that the collisional lines in the spectra are always substantially broader than the direct lines. Broadening of this type has been observed previously in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population transfer rate coefficients</th>
<th>Probability of destruction of orientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Argon</strong></td>
<td><strong>Potassium</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta J$</td>
<td>$k_{Ar}^{\Delta J}$ ($10^{-11}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-4$</td>
<td>$8.4 \pm 1.3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-3$</td>
<td>$6.2 \pm 1.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-2$</td>
<td>$19 \pm 3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-1$</td>
<td>$8.7 \pm 1.4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$+1$</td>
<td>$6.9 \pm 1.4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$+2$</td>
<td>$18 \pm 3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$+3$</td>
<td>$4.5 \pm 0.8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$+4$</td>
<td>$8.0 \pm 1.3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quenching coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Argon</strong></th>
<th><strong>Potassium</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$k_{Ar}^Q$ ($10^{-9}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$k_{K}^Q$ ($10^{-8}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1.0 \pm 0.2$</td>
<td>$1.5 \pm 0.4$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
rotationally inelastic collisions,\textsuperscript{31,52,72–76} and is due to the fact that the collisional lines correspond to molecules that have each undergone at least one rotationally inelastic collision that also causes a change in the molecule’s velocity. Rotationally inelastic collisions involve much smaller impact parameters than line broadening (dephasing) collisions, and therefore the former create additional inhomogeneous broadening since these collisions can also change the $z$ component of the velocity of the molecule (which is initially selected to be $v_z = 0$ by the pump laser tuned to line center of the Doppler broadened pump transition). The rotationally inelastic collisional lines we observe are associated with molecules that have necessarily undergone a single strong collision (the probability that they have undergone more than one such
collision is less than 10%) which is also likely to change the molecule’s velocity. Only a small fraction of molecules associated with direct lines are likely to have undergone such a velocity changing collision.

In a benchmark series of experiments, McCaffery and co-workers\textsuperscript{72–76} have demonstrated how the lineshapes of the collisional lines can be used to determine differential scattering cross sections, especially in cases where light molecules undergo collisions with heavy perturber atoms. Here we content ourselves with separating the effects of argon and potassium collisions on such velocity changes by representing the difference in linewidth of the direct line and the collisional line ($\Delta \Delta w$) as a sum of the additional broadening contributions from rotationally inelastic velocity-changing collisions with argon and potassium ($\Delta \Delta w_{Ar}$ and $\Delta \Delta w_{K}$, respectively), weighted by the fractions of the total number of collisions in which the collision partner is an argon or potassium atom,

$$\Delta w = \frac{k^{\Delta J}_{Ar} n_{Ar} \Delta w_{Ar} + k^{\Delta J}_{K} n_{K} \Delta w_{K}}{k^{\Delta J}_{Ar} n_{Ar} + k^{\Delta J}_{K} n_{K}}.$$  \hfill (32)

In this simple model, we assume the homogeneous broadening of the direct and collisional transitions is the same. This is a good assumption since both transitions involve levels of the same electronic states and vibrational levels, and rotational levels differing by only one or a few units. Fitting $\Delta w$ versus $n_{Ar}$ and $n_{K}$ using Eq. (32) and the known values of $k^{\Delta J}_{Ar}$ and $k^{\Delta J}_{K}$ we obtain values of $\Delta \Delta w_{Ar}$ and $\Delta \Delta w_{K}$ corresponding to velocity changes occurring in rotationally inelastic collisions with argon and potassium perturbers and for each $\Delta J$. These values are shown in Fig. 12.

C. Assignment of uncertainties

The major sources of uncertainty in our measured population transfer rate coefficients, probabilities for destruction of orientation in rotationally inelastic collisions, and line-broadening rate coefficients are the uncertainties in the determination of the potassium and argon densities. The uncertainty in the potassium density is particularly large because the heat pipe oven is far from an ideal environment for determining atomic densities. Certainly, the heat pipe oven environment is not in thermal equilibrium. Standard alkali vapor cells provide uniform densities and are therefore generally preferable for collision studies, but they cannot be operated at the elevated temperatures necessary to produce sufficiently high molecular densities.
In this work, we initially determined the potassium density from the Nesmeyanov vapor pressure formula. However, in addition to the problems mentioned above, and although we have multiple thermocouple sensors on the heat pipe, we do not necessarily measure the highest temperature where the liquid metal sits (which controls the actual vapor pressure), and the Nesmeyanov formula itself may have a systematic error in the pressure range used in this work. Finally, the presence of sodium in the alkali mixture is likely to reduce the potassium density in the vapor phase, according to the basic mechanism of Raoult’s law. This last effect would be partially compensated by the presence of some sodium vapor which is likely to act similarly to potassium in these collision processes. In order to obtain an independent check on the potassium densities and to assign reasonable values to their uncertainties, we carried out measurements of the potassium $D_1$ and $D_2$ line ($\text{^4S}_1/2 \rightarrow \text{^4P}_1/2$ and $\text{^4S}_1/2 \rightarrow \text{^4P}_3/2$ transitions, respectively) absorption equivalent widths using the white light and monochromator shown in Fig. 2 and of the D2 line blue wing absorption coefficient using the cw dye laser, when the oven was operated in both heat pipe mode and oven mode.
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**FIG. 8.** Fitted values of (a) $k_{\Delta J}^A$ and (b) $k_{\Delta J}^K$ plotted against $\Delta J$.
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**FIG. 9.** Fitted values of (a) $f_{\Delta J}^A$ and (b) $f_{\Delta J}^K$ plotted against $\Delta J$.
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**FIG. 10.** Plot of the homogeneous linewidths of the “direct” probe transition, $^3\Pi (v = 7, J = 29) \rightarrow 2(A)^1 \Sigma^+ (v' = 16, J' = 30)$, as a function of argon density, for $n_K = 5.1 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-3}$. The slope of the least-squares straight line fit of these data is $(7.05 \pm 0.11) \times 10^{-9}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$ and the intercept is $(5.96 \pm 0.08) \times 10^8$ s$^{-1}$.
The latter method has been described in detail by Horvatic et al. To determine the equivalent width, we calculated the absorption coefficient as a function of detuning around the D1 and D2 lines including the effects of Doppler broadening, collisional broadening due to potassium perturbers (using the self-broadening rates of Carrington et al.), collisional broadening due to argon perturbers when operating in oven mode (using the argon broadening rates of Lwin et al.), and hyperfine structure (using the hyperfine constants reported in Ref. 83). Potassium densities were adjusted until the calculated absorption equivalent widths matched the experimental values. Potassium densities measured using the equivalent width method were lower than those obtained from the Nesmeyanov formula by amounts ranging from 3% to 33% with an average of 20.2%. We also determined potassium densities by comparing the measured D2 line blue wing absorption coefficient at specific detunings with absorption coefficients calculated as described above and, in the case where we operated the oven in heat-pipe mode (where the argon is excluded from the central region), calculated using the effective \( C_3 \) coefficient and more realistic lineshape provided by Horvatic et al. Densities obtained by comparing measured D2 line blue wing absorption obtained in heat pipe mode to values calculated using the Carrington et al. self-broadening rates were lower than those calculated from the Nesmeyanov formula by 15%–25% (with an average of 20.6%). Similarly densities obtained by comparing measured wing absorption obtained in oven mode to values calculated using the Carrington et al. self-broadening rates and the Lwin et al. argon broadening rates were lower than those calculated from the Nesmeyanov formula by 10%–28% (with an average of 19.9%). Finally, densities obtained by comparing measured wing absorption obtained in heat pipe mode to values calculated using the effective \( C_3 \) coefficient of Horvatic et al. were lower than those calculated from the Nesmeyanov formula by 23%–32% (with an average of 27.3%). Thus our measurements and analysis indicate that the Nesmeyanov formula systematically overestimates the potassium densities by an average of 22% in this situation where potassium and sodium metals are heated together, in agreement with the basic prediction of Raoult’s law. Therefore in our analysis, we used potassium densities given by the Nesmeyanov formula, but corrected downward by 22%, and we assign 30% uncertainties to these corrected densities. These uncertainties, which we believe to be quite conservative, are consistent with previous studies in our laboratory.In addition, we do not consider the neglect of the Na, K, NaK, and Na2 densities to be a serious limitation since the sodium atomic density is less than 10%, and the molecular densities are all less than 1%, of the potassium density.

When operating in oven mode, we determine the argon partial pressure by subtracting the calculated potassium partial pressure (obtained from the Nesmeyanov formula with the correction discussed above) from the total pressure measured in the heat pipe using the capacitance manometer. The manometer has a precision of 0.1 Torr, and as stated above we assign a 30% uncertainty to the potassium density or pressure. Thus we calculate the fractional uncertainty in the argon pressure (and density) using the
formula,
\[
\Delta P_{\text{Ar}} / P_{\text{Ar}} = \frac{0.1 \text{Torr}}{P_{\text{Ar}}} + 0.3 \frac{P_{\text{K}}}{P_{\text{Ar}}}. \tag{33}
\]

Here the first term on the right-hand side represents the uncertainty due to the pressure gauge, and the second term represents the fractional uncertainty contribution from the potassium partial pressure.

The uncertainties in the potassium and argon densities are incorporated into the dependent variable of the fitted empirical models for the fluorescence and polarization spectroscopy intensity ratios using
\[
\Delta R_F = \left| \frac{d R_F}{d n_{\text{Ar}}} \right| \Delta n_{\text{Ar}} + \left| \frac{d R_F}{d n_{\text{K}}} \right| \Delta n_{\text{K}}. \tag{34}
\]

From Eq. (17), we obtain
\[
\left| \frac{d R_F}{d n_{\text{Ar}}} \right| = \left| \frac{k_{\text{Ar}}^{\Delta V}}{\Gamma} n_{\text{Ar}} + \frac{k_{\text{Ar}}^{\Delta J}}{\Gamma} n_{\text{K}} \right| - \left| \frac{k_{\text{Ar}}^{Q}}{\Gamma} \right| \frac{n_{\text{Ar}}}{1 + \frac{k_{\text{Ar}}^{Q}}{\Gamma} n_{\text{Ar}} + \frac{k_{\text{Ar}}^{Q}}{\Gamma} n_{\text{K}}} \tag{35}
\]
and
\[
\left| \frac{d R_F}{d n_{\text{K}}} \right| = \left| \frac{k_{\text{K}}^{\Delta V}}{\Gamma} n_{\text{Ar}} + \frac{k_{\text{K}}^{\Delta J}}{\Gamma} n_{\text{K}} \right| - \left| \frac{k_{\text{K}}^{Q}}{\Gamma} \right| \frac{n_{\text{Ar}}}{1 + \frac{k_{\text{K}}^{Q}}{\Gamma} n_{\text{Ar}} + \frac{k_{\text{K}}^{Q}}{\Gamma} n_{\text{K}}}. \tag{36}
\]

Preliminary estimates for the \(k_{\text{Ar}}^{\Delta V}\) and \(k_{\text{Ar}}^{Q}\) parameters were used to evaluate these contributions to the uncertainties in \(R_F\). The equations for the uncertainty contributions in the polarization spectroscopy model are of a similar form; one needs only to replace \(R_F\) by \(R_P\), and \(k_{\text{Ar}}^{\Delta V}\) and \(k_{\text{Ar}}^{Q}\) by \(k_{\text{X}}^{\Delta V}\) and \(g_X\), respectively. These contributions are added to the statistical uncertainties due to fluctuations in intensity to obtain the total uncertainty in each intensity ratio used in the fit. These total uncertainties in the \(R_F\) and \(R_P\) values are listed in the supplementary material’s Tables 1 and 2.\(^{67}\)

The weighted \(R_F\) and \(R_P\) values are fitted with expressions (17) and (27) using the nonlinear multiple regression tool of Origin 7.5.

Finally, the use of rate equation models [Eqs. (17) and (27)] to analyze the collisional to direct line intensity ratios in the fluorescence and polarization spectroscopy experiments may also contribute to error in our results, since rate equation models neglect laser-induced coherences. One can show\(^ {86}\) that the steady state density matrix equations of motion reduce to rate equations when no level interacts with more than one laser field (as, for example, in the case where we probe the collisionally populated intermediate state levels). However, for the direct lines, where both pump and probe lasers interact with the same intermediate state level, coherences can be important. Therefore, we have developed a full density matrix treatment of the direct line intensities, in both fluorescence and polarization spectroscopy, to examine these effects. Using this model, we have determined that a 1 mW probe laser with 1 mm beam radius at the cell (similar to the conditions used in this experiment) changes the intermediate state population by less than 6% and orientation by less than 3% compared to the case with no probe laser (see Fig. 13).\(^ {86}\) We believe this sets an upper limit on the uncertainty introduced by using a rate equation model in the analysis. A more complete description of the density matrix equations of motion can be found in Ref. 86. Analysis of the polarization lineshapes using the density matrix equations is ongoing.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Our data show that there is a strong propensity for collisions of argon atoms with NaK molecules to change \(J\) by an even number. This propensity has been observed previously for collisions involving other heteronuclear molecules\(^ {87-90}\) and is due to interference effects when the anisotropy of the interaction potential energy surface for the atom-molecule
collisions is not very large.91,92 In such a case, the molecule can be considered to be “almost homonuclear.” For example, Antonova et al.90 found a very strong \( \Delta J = \text{even} \) propensity in the almost homonuclear \( ^6\text{Li}^7\text{Li} \) molecule. As is well known, homonuclear molecules in \( ^1\Sigma \) states have a strict \( \Delta J = \pm 2, \pm 4, \ldots \) selection rule for collisional spectra due to nuclear symmetry arguments. In contrast to the present results for NaK, and the earlier work on \( ^6\text{Li}^7\text{Li},90 \) preliminary work in our laboratory on collisions of NaCs molecules with argon atoms shows no such propensity.93 This follows from the argument that NaCs is “more heteronuclear” implying that the anisotropies in the potential energy surface are more significant. However, both McCurdy and Miller91 and Maricq92 point out that the situation is more complicated than this simple view, with calculations showing propensities for \( \Delta J = \text{odd} \) transitions for certain choices of the anisotropy parameters (coefficients of the even and odd Legendre polynomial terms used to describe the interaction potential).91,92 We also note that McCormack and McCaffery25 found a \( \Delta J = \text{even} \) propensity for the transfer of orientation (but not for transfer of population) for collisions of He atoms with NaK molecules in \( ^1\Pi \) states.

The propensity toward even-numbered changes in \( J \) is not seen in collisions of NaK with potassium, although the data do show that, in this case, positive \( \Delta J \) is favored over negative \( \Delta J \). An asymmetry with respect to the sign of \( \Delta J = \text{odd} \) transitions has been observed before in Refs. 3–7 for collisions of homonuclear alkali molecules in \( ^1\Pi_\nu \) levels with noble gas atoms, where it was attributed to different atom–molecule potential surfaces associated with the two lambda doubling components. An asymmetry in positive versus negative \( \Delta J \) collisions in the Li\(_2\) \( ^1\Sigma^+\text{–}^1\Sigma^+\) noble gas system was also shown in Ref. 28. In contrast, our analysis of collisions involving NaK \( ^1\Sigma^+ \) molecules, where we separate the effects of argon and potassium collisions, shows an asymmetry with respect to the sign of \( \Delta J \) in the population transfer rate coefficients for collisions with potassium atoms, but not for collisions with argon atoms.

We have also observed that collisions of NaK molecules with potassium atoms are more likely to transfer population to neighboring rotational levels than collisions with argon atoms \( (k_{\text{Na}}^{\Delta J} < k_{\text{K}}^{\Delta J} \) for all \( \Delta J \)\) and that the probability of destroying orientation in such rotationally inelastic collisions is also much larger for potassium than for argon perturbers. According to our analysis, the fraction of the initial orientation that is destroyed in a rotationally inelastic collision with a potassium atom is characterized by \( f_{\text{Na}}^{\Delta J} \sim 1 \), meaning that virtually all of the initial angular momentum orientation is lost in a single rotationally inelastic collision. In contrast, \( 0.28 < f_{\text{K}}^{\Delta J} < 0.67 \), indicating that rotationally inelastic collisions with argon atoms tend to preserve a substantial fraction of the initial orientation. [We note our values of \( (1 - f_{\text{K}}^{\Delta J}) \) are of about the same magnitude as the equivalent \( \sigma_{\text{Na}}\sigma_{\text{K}} \) parameters determined for rotationally inelastic collisions of NaK(1\( \Pi \)) molecules with helium atoms by McCormack and McCaffery,25 who measured the circular polarization and total intensity of fluorescence emitted by directly excited molecules and those in collisionally populated levels.] Presumably a collision of a potassium atom with an NaK molecule is more likely to affect either the magnitude, \( J \), or the direction, \( M_J \), of the molecular angular momentum than does a collision with an argon atom, due to the nonzero angular momentum of the potassium atom’s loosely bound outer valence electron.

We note that most of the fitted parameters in our rate equation models are of the form \( k/\Gamma \), which were converted to rate coefficients using the value \( \Gamma = 4.4 \times 10^7 \text{ s}^{-1} \) for the NaK \( 2(A)^1\Sigma^+(v' = 16, J') \) level radiative rate. This value of \( \Gamma \) was calculated using Le Roy’s LEVEL 8.0 code71 with the \( (2(A)^1\Sigma^+) \) potential of Ref. 68, the \((1(X)^1\Sigma^+) \) potential of Ref. 69, and the \( (2(A)^1\Sigma^+) \rightarrow (1(X)^1\Sigma^+) \) transition dipole moment of Ref. 70. However, if an improved value for \( \Gamma \) is found in the future, our results can easily be corrected to take this into account.

Regarding the line broadening measurements, we see that the rate coefficient for broadening of NaK transitions by potassium perturbers is approximately six times larger than that for argon. We believe this is due to the fact that the potassium atom is much more polarizable than argon. Our value for the broadening rate coefficient of the NaK \( 3^1\Pi(v = 7, J = 29) \) line due to collisions with argon is \( 2–8 \) times larger than values for alkali resonance lines broadened by argon.81, 82 In addition, the broadening rate we have obtained for the NaK \( 3^1\Pi(v = 7, J = 29) \) line broadened by collisions with potassium atoms is also \( \sim 6–8 \) times greater than those obtained previously by Kamke et al.24 for broadening of the sodium resonance lines by collisions with dissimilar alkali (rubidium and cesium) atoms. We believe that these differences may be due to the permanent dipole moment and larger polarizability of the molecule. The broadening rates measured here are also useful for solving the density matrix equations of motion, since the line-broadening rate is equal to twice the collisional dephasing rate needed in these calculations.

Finally, from the results of Fig. 12, we observe that the velocity changes in rotationally inelastic collisions are larger for argon than for potassium perturbers. We believe that this is because the rate coefficient for argon \( J \)-changing collisions is smaller than that for potassium, and therefore \( J \)-changing collisions of NaK molecules with argon atoms must have smaller impact parameters than \( J \)-changing collisions with potassium. Thus the argon \( J \)-changing collision perturbs the translational motion of the molecule more than a similar collision with potassium. In the present work, we do not observe much increase in linewidth with increasing \( \Delta J \). This is in contrast to McCaffery and co-workers72–76 who observed a significant increase, with increasing \( \Delta J \), in the broadening due to velocity changes in Li\(_2\)–Xe rotationally inelastic collisions. McCaffery also observed significant differences in the broadening of lines with positive versus negative \( \Delta J \), whereas we see almost no difference for argon collisions but some difference for potassium collisions (see Fig. 12). We believe the difference between these observations can be attributed to the different molecule/atom mass ratio in the two experiments. The lineshape measurements of Kasahara et al.31 on NaK \( G^1\Delta(v = 15, J = 29 + \Delta J) \) \( \rightarrow 1^3\Pi(v' = 9, J' = 30 + \Delta J) \) transitions following rotationally inelastic
collisions with argon were carried to larger $\Delta J$ than studied here, and show a clear trend of increasing linewidth with increasing $\Delta J$ (even in the region $1 \leq |\Delta J| \leq 4$ corresponding to the present work). But as in the present work, they did not observe much asymmetry with the sign of $\Delta J$, and the magnitude of the broadening measured in Ref. 31 is also consistent with the values reported here. A more detailed comparison is not possible because the role of the argon versus potassium atom collisions was not distinguished in Ref. 31. Last, we note that the work of Kasahara et al.32 also presents a very interesting study of linewidths associated with ground state collisions, showing polarization spectroscopy linewidths out to $\Delta J = 50$.
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